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Abstract 

As international funding sources dried up during the Global Financial Crisis of 2007–2009 
(GFC), businesses in India sought funds from domestic financial institutions, straining banks 
and lifting short-term lending rates. The liquidity pressure, coupled with sharp asset price 
corrections and rupee depreciation, restricted credit expansion in India. The Reserve Bank 
of India (RBI) responded with a suite of liquidity measures, including cuts to its two reserve 
requirement ratios, the cash reserve ratio (CRR) and the statutory liquidity ratio (SLR). The 
RBI cut the CRR over the course of four months from October 2008 to January 2009, lowering 
the ratio from 9% to 5%. It cut the SLR once, from 25% to 24%, in November 2008. The RBI’s 
CRR and SLR cuts applied to most commercial banks and certain cooperatives and regional 
banks. The RBI did not remunerate CRR reserves, and it did not apply different ratios to 
different liabilities. The cuts released USD 32.7 billion into India’s financial system. The RBI 
raised the SLR to its pre-crisis levels in October 2009 and began raising the CRR again in 
March 2010. The International Monetary Fund said the cuts were “quick,” “fully warranted,” 
and led to looser credit conditions in India, in combination with other liquidity measures. 

Keywords: capital requirements, cash reserve ratio, India, macroprudential policy, Reserve 
Bank of India, reserve ratio, reserve requirements, statutory liquidity ratio 

  

 
1 This case study is part of the Yale Program on Financial Stability (YPFS) selection of New Bagehot Project 
modules considering the adjustment of reserve requirements. Cases are available from the Journal of Financial 
Crises at   
https://elischolar.library.yale.edu/journal-of-financial-crises/. 
2 Research Associate, YPFS, Yale School of Management. 
3 Research Associate, YPFS, Yale School of Management. 
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Overview 

The Global Financial Crisis of 2007–2009 
(GFC) affected the Indian banking sector 
indirectly (Kumar and Vashisht 2012; RBI 
2009g). The country’s financial institutions 
were not significantly exposed to US 
subprime lending, and the Reserve Bank of 
India (RBI) banned complex securitization 
structures and imposed higher regulatory 
requirements on commercial bank lending to 
the housing industry. But as international 
funding sources dried up, businesses in India 
sought funds from domestic financial 
institutions. This strained banks, and short-
term lending rates rose sharply, with the 
interbank call money rate spiking to 20% in 
October 2008 and remaining high for weeks 
(Kumar and Vashisht 2012). The liquidity 
pressure, coupled with sharp asset price 
corrections and rupee (INR) depreciation, 
restricted credit expansion in India (Kumar 
and Vashisht 2012; RBI 2009g). 

The RBI responded to the worsening 
liquidity situation with regular open market 
operations (OMOs) involving government 
security purchases; the acquisition of 
securities through the Liquidity Adjustment 
Facility (LAF); various special refinancing 
facilities and schemes; and the reduction of 
key rates, including the repurchase 
agreement (repo) rate and the reverse repo 
rate (Kumar and Vashisht 2012; RBI 2009g). 

The RBI also reduced the cash reserve ratio 
(CRR), which dictates how much cash banks 
must maintain with the RBI, from 9% to 5% 
of liabilities over the course of four months, 
from October 2008 to January 2009. Before 
September 2008, the RBI had gradually 
raised the CRR to slow credit growth (RBI 2009g, 4; 46). After the cuts in late 2008 and early 
2009, the RBI began raising the CRR again in 2010 (see Figure 1).  

Key Terms 

Purpose of Adjusting Reserve Requirement (RR): To 
“alleviate the pressures brought on by the 
deterioration in the global financial environment” 
(RBI 2008v) 

Range of RR Ratio 
(RRR) Peak-to-
Trough 

Cash reserve ratio: 9%–5% 
 
Statutory reserve ratio: 
25%–24% 

RRR Increase 
Period 

Cash reserve ratio:  
September 2004–July 2008 
 
Statutory reserve ratio: N/A 

RRR Decrease 
Period 

Cash reserve ratio:  
October 2008–January 2009 
 
Statutory reserve ratio: 
November 2008 

Legal Authority  Reserve Bank of India Act, 
Section 42; Banking 
Regulation Act, Section 18 

Interest/ 
Remuneration on 
Reserves 

Unremunerated 

Notable Features No rate difference for various 
liabilities or currency 
denominations 
 
Banks had to hold reserves 
against some types of 
borrowings in addition to 
deposits 

Outcomes CRR cuts released USD 32.7 
billion; SLR cuts released 
USD 8.2 billion 
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Figure 1: Cash Reserve Ratio Before, During, and After the Global Financial Crisis 

Source: Reserve Bank of India data via Bloomberg. 

The RBI applied the same CRR to liabilities denominated in domestic and foreign currencies 
and to different categories of liabilities. The RBI applied the CRR to a bank’s net demand and 
time liabilities (NDTL) (RBI 2006b; RBI 2008a). The RBI did not pay interest on CRR balances 
(RBI Act 1934, Sec. 42, 1A, n. 3). 

In addition to a specific level of cash reserves, all banks had to meet a Statutory liquidity ratio 
(SLR). The SLR prescribed the portion of NDTL that banks had to hold in other reservable 
assets, which were government-approved securities. On September 16, 2008, the RBI 
announced that scheduled banks could pledge up to 1.0% of their SLR-eligible NDTL to the 
Liquidity Adjustment Facility without penalty on a temporary basis. This de facto SLR cut 
was formalized on November 3, when the RBI announced a “permanent” 100-basis-point 
(bp) SLR cut, from 25% to 24%, for all scheduled banks (RBI 2008t).  

All scheduled banks in India are required to maintain CRR reserves with the RBI, and both 
scheduled and unscheduled banks are required to meet a minimum level of SLR assets (RBI 
Act 1934, Sec. 42). The RBI deems banks “scheduled” if they meet certain regulatory 
requirements, chief among them that paid-up capital and reserves are equal to or more than 
INR 500,000 (USD 10,647) 4 and that the bank does not act in ways that are detrimental to 
its depositors (RBI Act 1934, Sec. 42[6][a]). Scheduled commercial banks held approximately 
90% of the banking system’s assets in 2009. The CRR cuts also applied to specific scheduled 
cooperative banks and regional rural banks; the RBI did not issue circulars cutting the SLR 
for nonscheduled banks (RBI 2008c; RBI 2008t; RBI 2009e). 

 
4 Per the International Monetary Fund, USD 1 = INR 46.96 on October 1, 2008. 
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The RBI held the CRR steady from January 2009 to March 2010, when it began raising the 
ratio to normalize policy after the GFC recovery and to cool rising inflation (RBI 2010a). 

Summary Evaluation 

The CRR cuts released USD 32.7 billion into the Indian financial system (Kumar and Vashisht 
2012). The RBI also lowered the SLR, releasing USD 8.2 billion. In total, the RBI’s 
interventions, which are enumerated in Key Design Decision No. 2, Part of a Package, 
released USD 87.5 billion.  

Researchers have done little analysis of the RBI’s four CRR cuts in late 2008 and early 2009. 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) analysts said in 2009 that the RBI’s cuts in interest rates, 
the CRR, and the SLR were “quick,” “fully warranted,” and led to looser credit conditions (IMF 
2009). 

Various Indian industry officials stated publicly in early 2009 that the RBI’s policy rate cuts, 
including the CRR, had not led to adequate credit expansion. Commerce and Industry 
Minister Kamal Nath told reporters that fresh liquidity had not reached “cash-starved 
industry and consumers” (Dhasmana 2009; Roy and Bhoir 2009). Some journalists and RBI 
officials argued at the time that the perceived riskiness of businesses in India was the source 
of constrained credit growth, rather than ineffective liquidity policy (RBI 2009g; Tarapore 
2009). Indian dealers told Reuters News staff that banks “were more comfortable lending 
overnight to each other or parking with the central bank via the reverse repo window” 
(Reuters News Staff 2009). 
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Key Design Decisions 

1. Purpose: The Reserve Bank of India cut its cash reserve ratio and statutory 
liquidity ratio to alleviate a sharp liquidity contraction that the Global Financial 
Crisis triggered. 

In response to a sharp contraction in liquidity, the Reserve Bank of India cut its cash reserve 
ratio four times between October 2008 and January 2009 (RBI 2009g). In announcing the 
first adjustment in October, an RBI press release said the CRR cut intended to “alleviate the 
pressures brought on by the deterioration in the global financial environment” (RBI 2008v).  

The RBI also reduced its statutory liquidity ratio from 25% to 24% on November 8, 2008.5  

The RBI later said that the combination of the lower reserve ratios and lower interest rates 
would “[support] demand expansion with a view to arresting the moderation in growth” 
(RBI 2009g). 

2. Part of a Package: The RBI responded to tightening liquidity conditions by 
conducting regular open market operations, introducing special refinancing 
facilities, and cutting key rates, including repo rates and the two reserve 
requirement ratios. 

The RBI responded to deteriorating liquidity conditions in 2008 and 2009 with a package of 
credit-easing measures. It revised its Liquidity Adjustment Facility—cutting the LAF’s repo 
and reverse repo rates, adding an additional LAF (the so-called Second Liquidity Adjustment 
Facility, or SLAF), and raising the maximum amount of funds banks could tap through the 
LAF (RBI 2009g). Banks could also exclude LAF loans that they used to support nonbank 
financial institutions and mutual funds from the calculation of their SLRs. 6  In its initial 
announcement on October 15, 2008, the RBI limited the amount eligible for exclusion to 
0.5% of the bank’s net demand and time liabilities, and on November 1, raised this to 1.5% 
(RBI 2008o; RBI 2009g).  

In its OMOs, the RBI began purchasing government securities through auctions, as a 
complement to its order-matching process (RBI 2009g). The RBI also repurchased securities 
that the government created and issued under its Market Stabilization Scheme (MSS), a 
program that policymakers enacted in 2004 to sterilize capital inflows (RBI 2009g; Thorat 
2009).  

 
5  Commercial banks held SLR securities—liquid assets including cash, gold, and specific unencumbered 
securities—at 27.8% of their net demand and time liabilities at end-March 2008 and 28.1% at end-March 2009 
(RBI 2009g). Banks could pledge their excess SLR assets as collateral to borrow from the RBI.  
6 Excess SLR securities served as the only collateral for the LAF (RBI 2014). The RBI marshaled support for 
mutual funds and nonbank financial institutions after these firms, which were heavily exposed to commercial 
paper and asset-backed securities, experienced withdrawals, and the firms that depended on this market-based 
funding turned to banks for liquidity (Bandyopadhyay 2008).  
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In total, the RBI’s interventions released USD 87.5 billion (see Figure 2).  

Figure 2: Liquidity Released by RBI Interventions 

Intervention 
Amount  

(USD billions) 

Cash reserve ratio reduction 32.7 

Statutory liquidity ratio reduction 8.2 

Increase in export credit refinance 5.2 

Liquidity facility for nonbank financial 
companies via special purpose vehicle 

5.1 

MSS unwinding 12.9 

Refinance facility for Small Industries 
Development Bank of India/National 
Housing Bank/Export Import Bank 

3.3 

Special refinance facility for scheduled 
commercial banks (non-regional rural banks) 

7.9 

Term repo facility 12.2 

Total 87.5 

 

Source: RBI 2009g. 

3. Legal Authority: The Reserve Bank of India Act gives the central bank power to set 
the required level of reserves for financial institutions that meet certain 
regulatory requirements. 

All scheduled banks in India are required to maintain cash reserves with the RBI pursuant 
to Section 42 of the Reserve Bank of India Act (RBI Act 1934, Sec. 42). The Indian government 
in 2006 amended the RBI Act to eliminate constraints on the level of the CRR that the RBI 
could set. Previously, the central bank was required to set the rate between 3% and 20% 
(RBI Act 1934, Sec. 42, n. 5). 

In 2008, nonscheduled, licensed financial institutions were required to hold a cash reserve 
of 3% of NDTL, which was not subject to revision by the RBI (Banking Regulation Act 1949, 
Sec. 18; RBI 2008a). In 2012, Parliament changed the law to give the RBI the authority to set 
the level of the CRR for nonscheduled financial institutions as well (Dhasmana 2009).  

According to the Banking Regulation Act, the RBI could prescribe a statutory liquidity ratio, 
requiring both scheduled and unscheduled banks to maintain a certain percentage of NDTL 
in assets it would specify through notifications published in India’s official gazette (Banking 
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Regulation Act 1949, Sec. 24; Banking Regulation Act Amendment 2007). This act (as 
amended in 2007) also capped the SLR at 40% of NDTL.  

The RBI deemed banks “scheduled” if they met certain regulatory requirements, chief among 
them that paid-up capital and reserves are equal to or more than INR 500,000 and that the 
bank does not act in ways that are detrimental to its depositors (RBI Act 1934, Sec. 
42[6][a]).7 When officials granted a bank scheduled status, the institution could borrow from 
the RBI and had access to the country’s major clearinghouses (RBI 2007, 9; RBI Act 1934, 
Sec. 17). Scheduled banks are a segment of a larger pool of financial institutions that are 
licensed to operate in India (Sanghvi, Patnaik, and MG 2021). Scheduled commercial banks 
held approximately 90% of the banking system’s assets in 2009 (RBI 2009h; RBI 2010b).  

The RBI also had the power to impose marginal reserve requirements on scheduled 
institutions, but the central bank did not have such marginal requirements in place during 
the GFC (RBI Act 1934, Sec. 42(1A)). 

4. Administration: The RBI governor was responsible for monetary and liquidity 
policy decisions, after consulting with deputy governors and a technical 
committee. 

During 2008 and 2009, when the RBI made cuts to its reserve ratios, the RBI governor was 
responsible for the central bank’s monetary and liquidity policy choices, which included 
setting the CRR.8 The RBI governor was assisted in decision-making by a deputy governor 
specifically responsible for monetary policy.  

The RBI also consulted various external stakeholders. A group called the Technical Advisory 
Committee on Monetary Policy (TACMP), made up of external experts in central banking, 
finance, and economics, reviewed macroeconomic and monetary developments quarterly 
and gave the RBI governor advice. Before making monetary policy decisions, the RBI also 
consulted with banking system representatives, such as trade and industry bodies and 
financial market participants (RBI 2014). 

5. Governance: Though the Reserve Bank of India Act did not prescribe formal 
oversight mechanisms, the RBI did employ some accountability practices, such as 
publicizing its policy rationale and answering Indian legislators’ questions about 
RBI policy. 

The Central Board of Directors committee, which met weekly to review financial and 
economic conditions, supported the RBI governor’s decision-making (RBI 2014, 25). The 
Central Board governed the RBI’s regular affairs (RBI Act 1934, Sec. 7). The Indian 

 
7 These institutions are called “scheduled” because they are included in the Reserve Bank of India Act’s second 
schedule, which is regularly updated as new banks are added and removed (RBI 2021; Sanghvi, Patnaik, and 
MG 2021). 
8 In 2016, the Indian government modified the RBI’s administration rules and created a formal Monetary Policy 
Committee (MPC) that would make monetary policy decisions thereafter, limiting the RBI governor’s power 
over policy decision-making (RBI 2017). 
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government appointed the Central Board’s members, which consisted of the RBI governor, 
up to four deputy governors, four directors from local RBI boards (RBI offices in different 
parts of India), 10 directors from various fields, and two government officials (RBI Act 1934, 
Sec. 8). The Appointments Committee of the Cabinet had to approve the governor and deputy 
governor positions (Cabinet Secretariat 1961). It is unclear from available documents 
exactly what entity nominated the governors and other directors. 

The RBI employed certain practices to make its policy decision-making transparent, 
including the publication of the RBI’s policy rationale and potential or expected outcomes, 
as well as regular press conferences by the RBI governor after every RBI quarterly policy 
review.  

The central bank helped the Finance minister answer Indian legislators’ questions about the 
country’s monetary, fiscal, and economic policies. Typically three to four times a year, the 
RBI governor was summoned to appear before the Parliament’s Standing Committee on 
Finance (RBI 2014).  

6. Communication: The RBI announced CRR and SLR requirement changes in 
circulars and in press releases. 

The RBI updated its website with circulars and press releases announcing the CRR changes. 
In one of the press releases, RBI officials said the CRR policy changes would “alleviate the 
pressures brought on by the deterioration in the global financial environment” (RBI 2008v). 
The RBI announced the first cut to the CRR on October 6, 2008, then announced the second 
cut on October 10, 2008, one day before the first cut was slated to take effect 
(Bandyopadhyay 2008; RBI 2008c; RBI 2008h). 9  On October 14, then–Bank of India 
Chairman and Managing Director TS Narayanasamy stated that the first two CRR cuts, which 
both took effect on October 11, eased liquidity constraints, “but it is not comfortable,” noting 
that “[m]ore steps are required and more steps may come from RBI” (Sahu 2008). 

At a conference in January 2009, Commerce and Industry Minister Kamal Nath noted that 
the RBI had “injected liquidity into the banking system, but the liquidity is still not credit,” 
adding that “the challenge is to make banks lend” (Dhasmana 2009).  

In October 2008, roughly one month before the SLR cut was formalized, an RBI official stated 
that an SLR cut and further cuts to the CRR could be used to ease liquidity constraints in the 
domestic money market (Reuters News 2008). In its 2008–2009 annual report, the RBI 
stated that it would consider relaxing SLR requirements for the purpose of helping scheduled 
banks manage their short-term funding requirements at their overseas offices (RBI 2009g).10  

 
9 Both cuts would take effect the following day, on October 11. The only precedents for a cut to the CRR of this 
size was a 175-bp cut in November 2001 and a 200-bp cut in 1974 (Bandyopadhyay 2008). 
10 It did so despite concerns about SLR reduction identified in its 2007–08 report—namely, that a lower SLR 
would shrink the amount of government securities sitting in banks’ held-to-maturity portfolios while a greater 
amount would be considered available for trading. Contemporaneous reports posited that the appearance of 
an increased supply of government notes could lower market demand for them at a time when the government 
was trying to fund a fiscal response to GFC-related disruptions (Hindu Business Line 2008; RBI 2008w). 
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7. Assets Qualifying as Reserves: The RBI required financial institutions to hold CRR 
reserves in cash with the central bank; it allowed financial institutions to hold 
cash and unencumbered government securities for the SLR. 

The RBI required scheduled financial institutions to hold cash reserves in accounts with the 
central bank (RBI Act 1934, Sec. 42). Nonscheduled financial institutions could hold their 
cash reserves in cash, current accounts, or accounts with the central bank (Banking 
Regulation Act 1949, sec. 18 [1]).  

The RBI allowed cash, gold, and unencumbered government securities to qualify for the SLR.  

On August 10, 2009, the RBI announced the issuance of cash management bills, a new short-
term (less than 91-day maturity) instrument akin to treasury bills to meet the government’s 
cash flow mismatches, and these would be considered government securities for the 
purposes of the SLR (RBI 2009f). 

8. Reservable Liabilities: The CRR and SLR covered demand and time deposits, as 
well as “borrowings or other miscellaneous items of liabilities.” 

The RBI calculated both reserve requirements using the institution’s net demand and time 
liabilities (RBI 2006b; RBI 2008a; RBI 2020). NDTL is a broad calculation of a bank’s 
liabilities that includes “demand or time deposits or borrowings or other miscellaneous 
items of liabilities” (RBI 2008a).  

The RBI included banks’ borrowings from abroad in the definition of NDTL. The definition 
also included interest accrued on deposits and other balances due to banks or the public (RBI 
2006b). The definition excluded shareholders’ funds (capital) and borrowings from 
government-owned financial lenders identified in the law (RBI Act 1934, sec. 42 [1][c]).  

The definition of NDTL was slightly different for the SLR calculation. The RBI required that 
banks net their interbank liabilities (interbank deposits and term borrowing), excluding 
interbank assets, with maturities greater than 15 days and up to one year in their SLR 
calculations; these were excluded from the CRR per Section 42 of the RBI Act (RBI 2006b; 
RBI Act 1934, cl. [d]).  

The RBI did not apply different reserve ratios to different liabilities. The RBI applied uniform 
CRRs and SLRs for different kinds of liabilities denominated in both domestic and foreign 
currencies (RBI 2006b; RBI 2008a). 
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9. Computation: The RBI calculated the amount of cash reserves and liquid assets an 
institution must hold based on a broad calculation of the institution’s liabilities on 
an average daily basis over a two-week span. 

Scheduled banks were required to hold cash reserves with the RBI directly (RBI Act 1934, 
Sec. 42).11 The institutions maintained cash reserves over a two-week span, from Saturday 
to the second reporting Friday, on an average daily basis (RBI Act 1934, Sec. 42; Banking 
Regulation Act 1949, Sec. 18; RBI 2020, 15). 

The RBI calculated the SLR according to the same timeline as the CRR. The SLR also used 
NDTL for the denominator of the ratio, but the RBI required scheduled banks to include net 
interbank liabilities, excluding interbank assets, with maturities greater than 15 days and up 
to one year in their SLR calculations (RBI 2006b). For more details, see Key Design Decision 
No. 8, Reservable Liabilities.  

NDTL were calculated as the sum of: liabilities to the banking system (demand liabilities, 
time liabilities, and other demand and time liabilities) and liabilities to others in India, less 
assets within the banking system.  

10. Eligible Institutions: The CRR and SLR, and the RBI’s reduction of the two ratios 
during the GFC, applied to all Indian banks in India. 

Section 42 of the Reserve Bank of India Act requires all scheduled banks to maintain cash 
reserves with the RBI (RBI Act 1934, Sec. 42). The RBI deems banks “scheduled” if they meet 
certain regulatory requirements, chief among them that paid-up capital and reserves are 
equal to or more than INR 500,000 and that the bank does not act in ways that are 
detrimental to its depositors (RBI Act 1934, Sec. 42[6][a]). These institutions are called 
“scheduled” because they are included in the Reserve Bank of India Act’s second schedule, 
which is regularly updated as new banks are added and removed (RBI 2021; Sanghvi, 
Patnaik, and MG 2021). 

Scheduled banks are a segment of the larger pool of financial institutions that are licensed to 
operate in India (Sanghvi, Patnaik, and MG 2021). 

The RBI and market participants split scheduled banks into two main categories when 
discussing RBI policy: commercial banks and cooperative banks. Commercial banks are 
further split into foreign, private, public, and regional rural banks. Cooperative banks are 
split into urban and rural banks (Sanghvi, Patnaik, and MG 2021). 

Each time the RBI announced a CRR cut during the GFC, RBI officials released four separate 
circulars addressed to different scheduled banking groups: scheduled commercial banks, 

 
11  Nonscheduled licensed banks could hold their required CRR reserves with the RBI or with themselves 
(Banking Regulation Act 1949, Sec. 18). As noted in Key Design Decision No. 10, Eligible Institutions, the GFC-
era CRR cuts did not apply to these banks. 
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regional rural banks, rural (or state) cooperative banks, and urban cooperative banks. The 
RBI also released four separate circulars upon announcing the single cut to the SLR.  

Scheduled commercial banks held approximately 90% of the banking system’s assets in 
2009 (see Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Makeup of Indian Banking System by Institution Type, 2009 

Institution type Proportion 

Scheduled commercial banks 89.07% 

Urban cooperative banks 7.59% 

Rural cooperative banks 3.34% 

Total 100.00% 

 
Note: Total does not include the four unscheduled banks operating in India in 2009. 

Source: RBI 2009h; RBI 2010b; author’s calculations. 

The RBI did not issue circulars cutting the CRR for nonscheduled banks. Their CRR was fixed 
by statute at 3% of NDTL during the crisis period (Banking Regulation Act 1949, Sec. 18; RBI 
2008a). 

11. Timing: The RBI began cutting the CRR in October 2008 in response to tightening 
credit conditions and the SLR in November 2008. It subsequently cut other key 
policy rates and activated various liquidity programs. 

The RBI began raising the CRR in fall 2004 to sterilize liquidity impacts of large foreign 
exchange purchases and to contain domestic inflationary pressures (RBI 2008w; RBI 2009g).  

The central bank cut the CRR four times between October 2008 and January 2009 to alleviate 
the sharp liquidity contraction that the GFC triggered.12 The cuts ultimately brought the rate 
down 400 bps, from 9% to 5% (RBI 2009g).  

On September 16, 2008, the RBI announced that banks in need of liquidity could temporarily 
pledge up to 1.0% of their SLR-eligible NDTL to the LAF (RBI 2008b).13 On November 3, the 
RBI formally reduced the SLR by 100 bps, from 25% to 24% (RBI 2008t). 

The RBI began cutting its repo rate days after its first CRR cut. The central bank eventually 
reduced the repo rate 425 bps, from 9% to 4.75%. To keep banks from leaving funds with 

 
12 October 6–7, 2008, CRR cut circulars: RBI 2008c; RBI 2008d; RBI 2008e; RBI 2008f. October 10 CRR cut 
circulars: RBI 2008h; RBI 2008i; RBI 2008g; RBI 2008j. October 15–16 CRR cut circulars: RBI 2008k; RBI 2008l; 
RBI 2008m; RBI 2008n. November 3 CRR cut circulars: RBI 2008p; RBI 2008q; RBI 2008r; RBI 2008s. January 
2 and 5, 2009, CRR cut circulars: RBI 2009a; RBI 2009b; RBI 2009c; RBI 2009d. Note: The October 10, 2008, 
circulars revised the initial October 6–7 CRR cuts to 150-bp cuts from 50-bp cuts. 
13 Banks could also seek a waiver for the penal interest rate that normally applied, but it is unclear how many 
banks, if any, sought or received this waiver (RBI 2008b).  
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the RBI overnight, the central bank started cutting its reverse repo rate in December 2008, 
eventually bringing the rate to 3.25% from 6%.  

While the RBI brought down its key policy rates, it also implemented a host of liquidity 
programs, as discussed in Key Design Decision No. 2, Part of Package (RBI 2009g). The RBI’s 
measures collectively released USD 87.5 billion into its financial system in the 2008–2009 
fiscal year. See Figure 2. 

12. Changes in Reserve Requirements: The RBI cut the CRR four times between 
October 2008 and January 2009, bringing the rate from 9% to 5%, and cut the SLR 
once in November 2008.  

The RBI ultimately reduced the CRR by 400 bps over the course of five successive rate cuts, 
bringing the measure from 9% to 5%. The RBI cut the SLR once, from 25% to 24%.  

The RBI announced the first CRR cut of 50 bps, from 9.0% to 8.5%, on October 6, 2008. On 
October 10, it announced this cut would be increased to 150 bps, effective the following day 
(RBI 2008c; RBI 2008h). On October 15, the RBI announced an additional 100-bp cut, 
effective retroactively to the fortnight beginning October 11, bringing the CRR down to 6.5% 
(RBI 2008k). On November 3, the RBI announced two further reductions to the CRR, the first, 
of 50 bps, effective retroactively to the fortnight beginning October 25, and the second, also 
50 bps, effective November 8 (RBI 2008p). Also on November 3, the RBI announced the 100-
bp cut to the SLR to 24%, effective November 8 (RBI 2008t). See Figure 4 for a summary of 
GFC-era cuts to both reserve requirements. 

Figure 4: Summary of Changes to Reserve Requirements 

Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR)  Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR) 

Date 
announced 

Date 
effective 

Change Level 
 Date 

announced 
Date 

effective 
Change Level 

Oct. 6, 2008 Oct. 11, 2008 – 50 bps 8.5%      

Oct. 10, 2008 Oct. 11, 2008 – 100 bps 7.5%      

Oct. 15, 2008 Oct. 11, 2008 – 100 bps 6.5%      

Nov. 3, 2008 
Oct. 25, 2008 – 50 bps 6.0%  Nov. 3, 2008 Nov. 8, 2008 – 100 bps 24% 

Nov. 8, 2008 – 50 bps 5.5%      

Jan. 5, 2009 Jan. 17, 2009 – 50 bps 5.0%      

Note: The CRR cut announced on November 3, 2008, included two cuts: one effective retroactively to the fortnight 
beginning October 25 and one prospectively to the fortnight beginning November 8.  

Sources: RBI 2008c; RBI 2008h; RBI 2008p; RBI 2008t; RBI 2009a. 

Marginal Requirement 

Although Section 42(1A) of the Reserve Bank of India Act gives the RBI the power to 
implement marginal RRs, the central bank did not do so during the GFC (RBI Act 1934, Sec. 
42[1A]; RBI 2006b; RBI 2008a). 
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13. Changes in Interest/Remuneration: The RBI did not remunerate cash reserves for 
the CRR, but banks could hold interest-bearing assets to meet their SLR 
requirement.  

The RBI stopped paying interest on cash reserves in 2006 after the Indian government 
amended the Reserve Bank of India Act to remove the practice (RBI Act 1934, Sec. 42(1A), n. 
3).14 

As noted in Key Design Decision No. 7, Assets Qualifying as Reserves, scheduled banks could 
meet their SLR requirements with unencumbered government securities. However, real 
yields on short-term Indian government bonds were negative for the duration of the SLR cut.  

14. Other Restrictions: The RBI imposed fines if banks fell short of their CRR or SLR 
requirements.  

If an institution failed to maintain at least 70% of its CRR requirement on a given day or failed 
to maintain its CRR or SLR average over the course of the RBI’s two-week calculation period, 
the central bank charged the institution a “penal interest” rate of 300 bps per annum above 
the prevailing bank rate on the amount by which the institution fell short on that day or two-
week calculation period. If the shortfall continued for either the CRR or the SLR on the next 
succeeding day(s) or two-week period, the RBI charged a 500-bp penal interest rate above 
the bank rate (Banking Regulation Act 1949, Sec. 18; RBI 2006b; RBI 2008a; RBI Act 1934, 
Sec. 42). 

If a bank continued to fail to meet the RBI’s CRR requirements (and was therefore subject to 
the penal interest rate of 500 bps per annum above the bank rate), the institution’s directors, 
managers, or secretaries who “knowingly” and “willfully” contributed to the breach were 
subject to fines (RBI 2008a, sec. 3.15[b]). The RBI could also prohibit the institution from 
accepting any new deposits (RBI 2008a; RBI Act 1934, Sec. 42). 

15. Impact on Monetary Policy Transmission: The RBI said active liquidity 
management, through policy changes such as CRR reductions, was a key element 
of its GFC monetary policy response. 

In its press release announcing the first round of CRR cuts, RBI officials stated that “active 
liquidity management” was a key part of its monetary policy strategy (RBI 2008u). The CRR 
itself was the RBI’s key monetary policy tool (RBI 2014). By adjusting the CRR, the RBI could 
change both reserve money and the money multiplier (RBI 2009g). 

In its 2008–2009 annual report, RBI officials said that at the beginning of the fiscal year, risk 
premiums, among other factors, had offset policy rate cuts and constrained monetary policy 
transmission. However, by the last quarter of the year, deposit and lending rates had started 

 
14 Previously, the RBI paid banks 3.5% on “eligible cash balances,” which were CRR balances above the previous 
statutory minimum of 3% and up to 5% (RBI 2006a). 
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to moderate in response to the RBI’s rate cuts and liquidity policies, such as the CRR 
reductions (RBI 2009g). 

By requiring banks to invest a portion of their liabilities in government securities, the RBI 
intended for the SLR to artificially suppress the cost of borrowing for the Indian government, 
thereby dampening the transmission of the RBI’s interest rate changes across the term 
structure (RBI 2014). 

16. Duration: The RBI did not preannounce an end date to its CRR adjustments and 
raised the CRR again in March 2010; the RBI initially announced a “temporary” 
SLR cut but made this change effective for roughly one year, until October 2009, 
when the RBI reverted the SLR to its pre-crisis level. 

The RBI did not announce plans to begin raising the CRR when it made cuts to the ratio in 
late 2008 and early 2009. RBI officials described the cuts as temporary, noting that the 
central bank would review the ratio on an ongoing basis (RBI 2008u). 

The RBI maintained the CRR at 5% from January 2009 to March 2010, when it hiked the CRR 
75 bps to contain inflation and normalize policy following the GFC (RBI 2010a). 

Initially, the RBI announced that the SLR would be relaxed temporarily, by allowing 
scheduled banks to pledge a portion of their SLR-eligible assets to the LAF, but a month and 
a half later, the RBI announced that the 100-bp reduction was effective until further notice. 
The SLR reverted to its pre-crisis level on October 28, 2009, roughly one year after the RBI 
cut it to 24% (RBI 2008b; RBI 2009e; RBI 2009g).  
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